VILLERS BOCAGE CAMPAIGN
HISTORY
The Battle of Villers‐Bocage took place during
the Second World War on 13 June 1944, one
week after the Normandy Landings by
the Western Allies to begin the conquest
of German‐occupied France. The battle was the
result of a British attempt to improve their
position, by exploiting a gap in the German
defences west of the city of Caen. After one day
of fighting in and around the small town
of Villers‐Bocage and a second day defending a
position outside the town, the British force
retired.
The Allies and the Germans regarded control of
Caen as vital to the Normandy battle. In the days
following the D‐Day landings on 6 June, the
Germans rapidly established strong defences in
front of the city. On 9 June a two‐pronged
British attempt to surround and capture Caen

Under the command of Brigadier William
"Loony" Hinde, the 22nd Armoured Brigade
group reached Villers‐Bocage without serious
incident in the morning of 13 June. The leading
elements advanced eastwards from the town on
the Caen road to Point 213, where they were
ambushed by Tiger I tanks of the 101st SS Heavy
Panzer Battalion. In fewer than 15
minutes numerous tanks, anti‐tank guns and
transport vehicles were destroyed, many by SS‐
Obersturmführer Michael Wittmann. The
Germans then attacked the town and were
repulsed, losing several Tigers and Panzer IV.
After six hours Hinde ordered a withdrawal to a
more defensible position on a knoll west of
Villers‐Bocage. Next day the Germans attacked
the defensive "Brigade Box" in the Battle of the
Island. The British inflicted a costly repulse on
the Germans and then retired from the salient.
The Battle for Caen continued east of Villers‐
Bocage, which was captured in ruins on 4
August, after two raids by the strategic bombers
of the Royal Air Force.

was defeated but on the right flank of the British
Second Army, the 1st U.S. Infantry Division had
forced back the German 352nd Infantry Division
and opened a gap in the German front line.
Seizing the opportunity to bypass the
German Panzer‐Lehr Division, which was
blocking the direct route south in the area of
Tilly‐sur‐Seulles, a mixed force of tanks, infantry
and artillery, based on the 22nd Armoured
Brigade of the 7th Armoured Division, advanced
through the gap in a flanking
manoeuvre towards Villers‐Bocage. British
commanders hoped that the appearance of a
strong force in their rear would force the
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Panzer‐Lehr Division to withdraw or be
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THE VILLERS‐BOCAGE CAMPAIGN

GERMAN FORCES

While the Battle for Villers‐Bocage is
remembered as an epic tank battle, this Chain
of Command campaign will focus more on the
infantry support and fighting that happened
around those vehicles and away from the
main tank fights.

The elite Panzer‐Lehr and 12th SS‐Panzer
Division forces controlled the Caen area and it
will be outlying forces of this army that will be
represented. The reserve force of Schwere SS‐
Panzer Abteilung 101 were called into action
and may be available to provide Tiger support.
Panzer‐Lehr and 12th SS‐Panzer Division may
be able to provide gun and armour support

The campaign will last for a maximum of 13
Campaign Turns and one lot of
reinforcements will be available.
BRITISH FORCES
As part of the 7th Armoured Division, 131
(Queens) Brigade, the British player will
command a Rifle Platoon of the 1/7th Battalion
Queens Royal Regiment. Any armour support
will be provided by the 5thRoyal Tank
Regiment (5th RTR) of the 22 Armoured
Brigade. There may be the chance that the
65th Anti‐Tank Regiment and the 5th Regiment,
Royal Horse Artillery (5th RHA) may be able to
provide some anti‐tank or gun support.
The British player will command a Rifle
Platoon from the 1/7th (as per P 87, Chain of
Command Rulebook). This will be a Regular
Platoon with a Rating of 0. It will have 5
Command Dice
A modified Support List will be presented
below.

The German Player will command a
Panzergrenadier Platoon from Panzer‐Lehr (as
per P 84, Chain of Command Rulebook). This
will be an Elite Force with a Rating of +7. It will
have 5 Command Dice and count as
Aggressive troops.

NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Forces will use the National Characteristics
found in the Chain of Command main rulebook.
GERMAN CHARACTERISTICS
Mashinengewehr
Handgranaten!
BRITISH CHARACTERISTICS
Five Rounds Rapid
Concentrated Fire

POINT 213

CAMPAIGN ENCOUNTERS
Encounter numbers are represented on the
campaign maps. The red square area indicates
the rough area of fighting. The red number is
the scenario played from the Chain of
Command rulebook (P 73). The campaign is
more of an inverted ‘T’ shape as opposed to a
true ladder campaign.
Encounters 1 to 3 represent the initial quick
British advance to Villers‐Bocage. If the
German forces win any of these encounters
the British forces will be pushed back one
encounter.
Encounters 4 to 6 represent the possible grind
that ensured. The British trying to push and
capture Point 213. The Germans trying to
knock the British force out of Villers‐Bocage
and retake the town for themselves.
As such Encounter 3 will be ‘A Delaying
Action’, Scenario 4, by the Germans in Villers‐
Bocage whereas once the British take the
town initially, all future actions in Villers‐
Bocage will be ‘Attack and Defend’, Scenario
3. From there the British forces are pushing
through Encounters 5 and 6 to Point 213.
German victories will push the British back in
the other direction.
VICTORY CONDITIONS
Encounters 1 to 3: If the Germans win
Encounter 1, the British Force may have one
more attempt. If that also is lost, the Germans
have won a decisive victory and stopped the
attack before it is even begun.
If the Germans push the British force back to
Mission 1 and defeat them, the Germans have
won.
Missions 4 to 6: Once the British reach and
win the initial battle of Villers‐Bocage
(Encounter 3), the next encounters will be 5
and 6 in the direction of Point 213. If the

British forces win and capture Point 213
(Encounter 6) they win campaign. Should
German forces start winning they will push
the British forces back from Point 213. If they
manage to push the British forces to
Encounter 6 on the West side of Villers‐
Bocage, the German force will win the
campaign.

ENCOUNTER 1
Game One will use ‘The Patrol’ scenario as
British Forces move from Trungy to Livry. They
will be on the lookout for any German
resistance and scouts.
Terrain will be in the country side with
possible fields, light woods or orchards,
bocage and the odd house. Roads will be dirt
and narrow.

ENCOUNTER 2
Having reached Livry, the British Force will be
probing the town looking for any rear‐guard.
‘The Probe’ scenario will be played.
Terrain will be woods/ orchards, fields,
bocage and the outskirts of the town (some
buildings). Roads will be either dirt or
cobblestone.

ENCOUNTER 3
Having taken Livry, the main push to Villers‐
Bocage is now in effect. The initial rush to
move into Villers‐Bocage saw very light
German resistance. This scenario will be ‘A
Delaying Action’
Terrain will be woods/ orchards, fields,
bocage and the outskirts of the town (building
and road numbers and density may vary to
represent different areas of the town). Roads
will be paved or cobblestone.

ENCOUNTER 4
NARROW ROADS
Villers‐Bocage outskirts. This encounter
represents the determined fighting over this
valuable location by both sides. The side with
the campaign initiative will be the attacker in
the encounter. The scenario used is ‘Attack
and Defend’.
Terrain will be woods/ orchards, fields,
bocage and the outskirts of the town (building
and road numbers and density may vary to
represent different areas of the town). Roads
will be paved or cobblestone.

ENCOUNTER 5
After attacking and holding Villers‐Bocage, the
victor is now on the advance. The British
forces to Point 213 or the Germans to the
Knoll on the western side of the town. The
advancing force is trying to outflank his
opponent in an attempt to make a final attack
on the enemies’ key location. The scenario
used will be ‘The Flank Attack’
Terrain will be woods/ orchards, fields,
bocage and the outskirts of the town (some
buildings). Roads will be either dirt or
cobblestone.

ENCOUNTER 6
After pushing their enemies back, the
advancing force is now closing in on their final
destination. For the British this means taking
and holding Point 213. For the Germans it
means they have pushed the British out of
Villers‐Bocage and are making an attack on
their fall back point at the knoll to the West of
Villers‐Bocage. The scenario will be ‘Attack on
an Objective’.
Terrain will be in the country side with
possible fields, light woods or orchards,
bocage and the odd house. The main road will
be paved, side roads will be dirt. All roads will
be narrow.

Narrow roads allow Average and Large/ Heavy
vehicles to drive down them but leaves no
room for manoeuvring or turning around.
In order to do so, the vehicles on a narrow road
must negotiate any hedges, walls or bocage as
per the Chain of Command rules for ‘Vehicle
Movement’ (P 51).

GERMAN SUPPORT LIST
LIST ONE
Single Compound Charge or similar
Medical Orderly
Pioneer Mine Clearance Team, 3 men
Pioneer Wire Cutting Team, 3 men
Pioneer Demolition Team, 3 men
Adjutant
Minefield
Barbed Wire
Schwimmwagen or Kubelwagen, no crew
Entrenchments for one Team
LIST TWO
Roadblock
Panzerschreck Team, 2 men
5cm mortar Team, 2 men
Panzerknacker Team, 4 men
Senior Leader
Pre‐Game Barrage
LIST THREE
Pioneer Flamethrower Team, 3 men
Sniper Team
SdKfz 251, no weapons
SdKfz 250 with four man Recon Team
LIST FOUR
Pioneer Squad with Junior Leader
Regular Infantry Squad with Junior Leader
Forward Observer and 8cm mortar battery
Regular MG 42 on tripod mount, 5 crew
Pak 35 anti‐tank gun with Stielgrenate. 5
crew and a Junior Leader
le IG.18 with 5 crew and Junior Leader
LIST FIVE
Regular Panzergrenadier Squad with Junior
Leader
Pak 38 anti‐tank gun, 5 crew and Junior
Leader
Panzer II Luchs with Junior Leader
Panzer III J/L/M/N with Junior Leader
SdKfz 251/10 command halftrack, no crew
LIST SIX
SdKfz 222 with Junior Leader
SdKfz 250/9 with Junior Leader

LIST SEVEN
Pak 40 with 5 crew and a Junior Leader
Panzer IV G/H with Junior Leader
sIG 33 Infantry Gun, 5 crew with Junior
Leader
SdKfz 234/1 with Junior Leader
SdKfz 234/2 Puma with Junior Leader
SdKfz 234/4 with Junior Leader
LIST EIGHT
Pak 43 anti‐tank gun, 5 crew and Junior
Leader
LIST TEN
Panther with Junior Leader
Tiger I with Junior Leader

Useable only after British win Encounter 3

BRITISH SUPPORT LIST
LIST ONE
Sticky Bomb or similar
Medical Orderly
Engineer Mine Clearance Team, 3 men
Engineer Wire Cutting Team, 3 men
Engineer Demolition Team, 3 men
Adjutant
Minefield
Barbed Wire
Jeep orCar, no crew
Entrenchments for one Team
LIST TWO
Roadblock
PIAT Team, 2 men
2”mortar Team, 2 men
Pre‐Game Barrage
LIST THREE
Engineer Flamethrower Team, 3 men
Sniper Team
M5 half‐track, no weapons
Scout Car with Junior Leader
Universal Carrier with Team and Jr Leader
LIST FOUR
Engineering Section with Junior Leader
Regular Infantry Section with Junior Leader
Forward Observer and 3” mortar battery
Regular Vickers MMG on tripod mount, 5
crew
Reconnaissance Car with Junior Leader
Engineer Section in M5 with Junior Leader
Engineer Section in M5 with Junior Leader
Recce Section of two Universal Carriers, 4
crew each. One Junior Leader
6 pounder anti‐tank gun with 5 crew and
Junior Leader
M5 Stuart Light Tank with Junior Leader
Armoured Car with Junior Leader
LIST SIX
M4 Sherman with Junior Leader
Sexton with Junior Leader
17 Pounder anti‐tank gun with 5 crew and
Junior Leader

LIST SEVEN
Sherman Firefly with Junior Leader
M10 Achilles with Junior Leader
Cromwell Iv to VII with Junior Leader
Churchill Tank with Junior Leader

Useable only after British win Encounter 3
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